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Abstract
Estimates of population size for hidden and hard-to-reach individuals are of particular interest to
health officials when health problems are concentrated in such populations. Efforts to derive these
estimates are often frustrated by a range of factors including social stigma or an association with illegal
activities that ordinarily preclude conventional survey strategies. This paper builds on and extends
prior work that proposed a method to meet these challenges. Here we describe a rigorous formalization
of a one-step, network-based population estimation procedure that can be employed under conditions
of anonymity. The estimation procedure is designed to be implemented alongside currently accepted
strategies for research with hidden populations. Simulation experiments are described that test the
efficacy of the method across a range of implementation conditions and hidden population sizes. The
results of these experiments show that reliable population estimates can be derived for hidden, networked
population as large as 12,500 and perhaps larger for one family of random graphs. As such, the method
shows potential for cost-effective implementation health and disease surveillance officials concerned with
hidden populations. Limitations and future work are discussed in the concluding section.
Keywords: Capture-recapture, network size estimation, hidden populations, respondent driven
sampling, key populations
1 Introduction
Population size estimation for hidden and hard-to-reach populations is of considerable interest to health
officials seeking to prevent health problems that may be concentrated in such populations [1], or when
“reservoirs” of infection among a hidden population pose health threats to the ambient population in
which the hidden population is embedded [2, 3]. In the former, treatable maladies can remain out of
reach, multiplying eventual treatment costs when cases are discovered only in their most severe form.
Such is the situation, for example, with mental illness among homeless and street dwelling populations
[4, 5]. In other situations, the “hidden” nature of a reservoir population may frustrate intervention efforts
that are effective in the ambient population, preventing control of infections despite well-known contagion
dynamics [6]. A simple example, long-known to public health officials, is the high prevalence of sexually
transmitted infections among commercial sex workers [7, 8, 9]. Numerous other examples are recognized.
In such situations, health officials seek to know the overall prevalence levels of maladies within a hidden
population and the size of those populations in order to understand the scope of treatment needs and
overall social risk.
Efforts to ascertain prevalence and size estimates are frustrated by a range of factors that produce
the “hiddenness” of the population initially. Such factors include heavy social stigma that precludes a
willingness on the part of members of the hidden population to reveal their membership. Such is the
situation with people who inject drugs (PWID), who may be unwilling to self-identify as such under
ordinary survey conditions [10, 11]. Hiddenness due to stigma can be further compounded when such
activities are illegal, when they carry heavy personal costs (such as when self-identified heterosexual men
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also have sex with other men), and when disease status is unknown (such as undiagnosed HIV infection rates
among PWID). In these situations, conventional sampling is unreliable, and ordinary multiplier methods
based on conventional sampling are rendered ineffective.
A number of strategies have been devised to address either the prevalence or population size (or both)
aspects of this problem. These include capture-recapture [12, 13], chain referral [14, 15], venue-based
[16, 17] and cluster sampling [18], and combinations of these. Among the most popular is respondent-
driven sampling (RDS) [19, 20, 21], which has been adopted for use in many of the situations described
above, and which is employed widely in HIV surveillance efforts both within the United States and beyond
[22]. RDS employs an incentivized chain referral process to recruit a sample of the hidden population.
Under restricted but recognized conditions, RDS can be shown to result in a steady-state, “equilibrium”
sample. Numerous means have been derived for producing reasonable prevalence estimates from such a
sample [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] while accounting for biases introduce in the referral process. The ease of
implementing RDS, the fact that it can operate under conditions of anonymity (via number coupons that
track referrals), and its rigorous treatment under a range of statistical modeling strategies have made it a
popular choice for researchers working with hidden populations [29]. However, equally rigorous means for
estimating the overall size of the hidden population from RDS derived data have been less successful—often
resulting in widely varying estimates [30]. Still, the ability of the RDS method to produce meaningful
prevalence data remains, and presents considerable potential for use in size estimation.
Other efforts restricted to size estimation alone have been developed, including various versions of
capture-recapture procedures (sometimes call mark-recapture procedures) [31, 32] and network scale-up
methods (NSUM) [33]. Capture-recapture efforts normally make use of a sample of the hidden population
and some external, normally institutional knowledge-base (e.g. arrest records or hospital admissions) for
estimation purposes [34, 13]. In these cases, however, two assumptions must be met: (i) that the sample is
representative of the hidden population more generally, and (ii) that everyone in the hidden population is
equally likely to be “captured” in the official statistics used in the estimation [35]. While representativeness
can sometimes be assumed (as in the case of RDS), it is often difficult to establish the uniformity of the
capture statistics, and often there are good reasons to believe that random capture is simply not the case.
Frankly put, police arrests and hospital admission can seldom be assumed to draw randomly from the
hidden population. Further, capture-recapture methods often require that the sample be identifiable in
the institutional record, requiring that expectations on the part of sample respondents for anonymity be
sacrificed. When working with hidden and highly stigmatized populations, such a sacrifice can be highly
detrimental to both recruitment and informant reliability [36].
Network scale-up methods are also used to establish the size of hidden populations, though work in this
area remains at an early stage. Here members of the entire population (ambient plus hidden) are asked to
report on the number of known associates who fit the hidden population criteria [37, 38]. This technique
has the advantage of being employable under ordinary random sampling conditions that can make use of
known sampling frames (i.e. mail surveys and/or random digit dialing) [39]. However, this method assumes
that ordinary people know whom among their associates fit the criteria for inclusion in the hidden category
[40, 41]. This assumption raises suspicion in many of those situations in which we ordinarily wish to use
it, as when we seek to estimate populations of PWID or sex workers. Under these conditions, individuals
from the hidden population may not want their friends and associates to know about their membership
in the categories, and may make efforts to hide this information. These efforts introduce “transmission”
errors into NSUM estimates that are difficult to uncover or estimate.
In previous work, we proposed a novel capture-recapture methodology for estimating the size of a
hidden population from an RDS sample [42]. Were such a result possible, it could easily be integrated
into the conventional RDS framework, taking advantage of the wide body of work in that area and the
ability of RDS to produce reasonable prevalence estimates. Our method was first proposed in several
forms undertaken as quasi-experiments within actual data collection efforts with commercially sexually
exploited children [43] and, later, users of methamphetamine [44]. Both studies took place in New York
City, and both made use of RDS samples. Subsequent implementation of the technique have lent further
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evidence of the effectiveness (and ease of implementation) of what we there referred to as the “telefunken”
method. This method asks RDS sample respondents to report on others in the population known to them
via an encoding of their associates telephone number and demographic features, avoiding the reliance on
official statics or the need to draw two independent samples from the hidden population.1 In essence, this
“one-step” approach eases the assumptions normally associated with other capture-recapture methods,
and can be accomplished via a single sample from the hidden population. If shown to be effective, this
fact lends simplicity and greater cost-effectiveness to the size estimation procedure, potentially allowing
for widespread application.
Given the interest in the technique [45, 25, 30], this paper proposes a more rigorous formalization
of a one-step, network-based population estimation procedure that can be employed under conditions of
anonymity. In what follows we describe the technique and simulate its performance under a range of
implementation conditions across a range of hidden population sizes. The simulations show considerable
promise for the technique under the kinds of research scenarios normally associated with research among
“hidden populations”. Limitations and further efforts toward validation/extension are discussed at the end
of the paper.
As above, the framework for the paper assumes a population V of size |V | = n. Under standard
capture-recapture protocols, we identify S ⊂ V to be a first uniform random “capture” sample, and R ⊂ V
be a second independent uniform random “recapture” sample. From independence assumptions, we know
|V |
|S|
≈
|R|
|S ∩R|
. (1)
It follows that
|V | ≈
|S| · |R|
|S ∩R|
. (2)
This quantity is also known as the Lincoln-Peterson estimator [46, 47]. In cases where |S ∩ R| = 0, the
Chapman estimator [48] is often applied
|V | ≈
(|S|+ 1) · (|R|+ 1)
|S ∩R|+ 1
− 1. (3)
2 Capture/Recapture on Graphs
Where the Lincoln-Peterson technique assumed an unstructured population V , here we consider settings
in which V has addition binary relational structure. For the remainder of this paper, we will assume the
population to be the ground set of a static undirected graph G = (V,E). Where appropriate, we will be
explicit about any assumptions on the edge relation E ⊂ V × V .
2.1 The First Assay: Capture on Graphs
We replace the notion of a random “capture” sample, with a random respondent-driven “capture”
sample [49, 20]. A respondent-driven capture sample is a random variable RDS-CAPTURE(G, s, c, n0)
requiring four parameters: an underlying networked population G = (V,E), a specified number of seeds s,
the number of coupons c to be given to each subject, and n0 the target capture size. Informally stated,
the procedure chooses s random initial “seed” subjects in the network. Each of these subjects is asked
1The technique was referred to as telefunken because it entailed an encoding of the phone numbers of known associates in
the hidden population. The code was created by taking a specified number of phone number digits, in order from last to first,
and encoding each digit as 0/1 for even/odd, and again 0/1 for 0-4/5-9. This produced a binary code of length 2 x the number
of phone digits specified in the protocol. This many-to-one encoding allowed for ongoing anonymity for both respondents and
their reported associates, while enabling the matching of contacts across numerous respondent interviews. It also introduced
the need to estimate the number of expected false matches created by the many-to-one encoding.
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to participate in a “referral” process by being given c coupons to be distribute among their peers. When
those peers come in for interview, they too in turn, are given c coupons and participate in the referral
process. The scheme proceeds recursively in this manner until n0 individuals have been recruited and
interviewed. If and whenever the referral process stalls before n0 subjects have been interviewed, a new
seed is recruited. Participation incentives are arranged to ensure that no subject will be the recipient of
more than one coupon. Note that this breadth-first search process always yields a collection of disjoint
trees [50].
The formal description of this real-world process in a simulated setting is given in the RDS-CAPTURE
procedure presented as Algorithm 1 (pp. 4).
Algorithm 1 random respondent-driven “capture” sample
1: procedure RDS-CAPTURE(G, s, c, n0)
2: t← 0
3: S0 ← {v1, . . . , vs} a set of s distinct “seeds” uniformly at random from V [G].
4: T0 ← ∅.
5: F0 ← S0.
6: repeat
7: t← t+ 1
8: xt ← a uniformly randomly chosen element from Ft−1
9: N(xt)← {v ∈ V [G] \ St−1 | (xt, v) ∈ E[G]} its undiscovered neighbors
10: if |N(xt)| 6 c then
11: R(xt)← N(xt)
12: else
13: R(xt)← a uniformly random chosen size-c subset of N(xt)
14: St ← St−1 ∪ {xt} ∪R(xt)
15: Tt ← Tt−1 ∪ {(xt, v) | v ∈ R(xt)}
16: Ft ← Ft−1 \ {xt} ∪R(xt)
17: if Ft = ∅ and |St| < n0 then
18: Ft ← {v} a single “seed” chosen at random from V [G] \ St
19: until |St| > n0
20: return (St, Tt)
2.2 The Second Assay: Recapture on Graphs
In classical capture-recapture methods, the independence of the two assays is essential to the estimation
procedure. Here we will abandon this requirement, and instead derive the recapture set from the capture
set, via a mechanical (albeit randomized) procedure. We show later, empirically, that this definition of
recapture set can be used as the foundation of reasonable population size estimates for large families of
networked populations. What is being leveraged in this estimation strategy is not the independence of
the first and second assays (they are in fact not independent)–rather, the technique rests on the intrinsic
geometry of the network structures themselves.
A recapture sample is a random variable RECAPTURE(G, (S, T ), p) requiring three parameters: the
underlying networked population G = (V,E), a subgraph representing the first assay RDS-CAPTURE
sample (S, T ), and the maximum number of reports per subject p. Informally stated, the procedure
interviews each of the individuals in the first assay S and asks them to reveal the identities of upto p
“reports”. These reports may be any individuals in the subjects’ ego network except their recruiter or
recruitees within the first assay; note that an individual may report members of the first assay who are
not their immediate recruiter or recruitees. Stated alternately, each individual v is asked to report on
upto p of their neighbors in G = (V,E) who were not v’s neighbor in the RDS tree (S, T ). These reports,
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obtained from each of the individuals in S, are then amalgamated into a single multiset, taking care to
retain information about multiplicities (since the same individual may be reported by multiple subjects in
the first capture).
The formal description of the RECAPTURE procedure is given in the pseudocode of Algorithm 2 (pp.
5).
Algorithm 2 random respondent-driven “recapture” sample
1: procedure RECAPTURE(G, (S, T ), p)
2: R← ∅
3: for all v ∈ S do
4: NT (v) ← {v ∈ S | (xt, v) ∈ T} are v’s neighbors in (S, T )
5: NG(v) ← {v ∈ V [G] | (xt, v) ∈ E[G]} are v’s neighbors in G
6: Cv ← NG(v) \NT (v) are v’s candidate reports
7: if |Cv | 6 p then
8: Rv ← Cv
9: else
10: Rv ← a uniformly random chosen size-p subset of Cv
11: R← R ⊎Rv
12: return R
In what follows we will be presenting a series of population size estimators based on the set-valued
procedure RDS-CAPTURE and the multiset-valued procedure RECAPTURE. To be able to exposit these
new estimators precisely, it is necessary to introduce some formal notations concerning multisets and their
properties.
Definition 1. Given a universal set U , a multiset A (in U) is defined as a function χA : U → Z
∗, where
each element a ∈ U is said to “appear” χ(a) times in A. The concept of multiset generalizes the concept
of set; the latter is subject to the additional restriction ∀a ∈ A, χ(a) ∈ {0, 1}.
Given a multiset A, we define A∗ = {a ∈ A | χA(a) > 0}; note that A
∗ is always a set. We define
|A| = |A∗| and 〈A〉 =
∑
x∈U χA(x), the cardinality of a set and a multiset, respectively. If A and B are
multisets, then the multisets A ∪B, A ∩B, A ⊎B, and A \B are defined by taking
χA∪B(x) = max { χA(x), χB(x) }
χA∩B(x) = min { χA(x), χB(x) }
χA⊎B(x) = χA(x) + χB(x)
χA\B(x) = max { 0, χA(x)− χB(x) },
for each x ∈ U . In addition, we define the “filtering of A by B” by taking
χ
A
∣∣B(x) =
{
χA(x) if χB(x) > 0
0 if χB(x) = 0
Note that if A and B are sets, then A
∣∣B ≡ A∩B; filtering may thus be viewed as a form of set intersection
generalized to multisets.
The processes of RDS-CAPTURE and RECAPTURE are illustrated in Figure 1. The underlying
graph G = (V,E) is shown on the left. On the right, we start from s = 1 seed, giving each subject c = 2
coupons to distribute. The coupons flow along the red directed edges shown in the figure on the right,
and the order in which subjects come in for their first interview is indicated by their label. The process
continues until our target sample size n0 = 7 is reached. When subjects return for their second interview
(to collect referral incentives), they are asked to provide up to p = 5 “reports” about their peers (other
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than their referrer and referees). These are shown as directed green edges in the figure. Note that (i) some
individuals reported are in the capture sample (e.g. 2 is reported by 5, and both were members of the
first assay); (ii) some individuals are reported multiple times (e.g. A was reported by both 2 and 5); (iii)
some individuals reported are outside the first assay (e.g. D was reported by 1, but D was not part of the
first assay; (iv) some individuals report nobody (e.g. 3 reports nobody since all its peers were either its
referrer or its referees. In this scenario, the capture set S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, and the recapture multiset
rS = {C,D, 5, A,A, 2, B,C, 7, 6, E}.2
Figure 1: RDS-CAPTURE (red edges) and RECAPTURE (green edges)
3 New Estimators
In light of the previous section, we see that given a graph G = (V,E) with |V | = n, and four fixed
parameters:
1. Capture size n0.
2. Number of seeds s.
3. Number of coupons c to be given to each subject.
4. Number of reports per subject p.
(all of which are natural numbers), we can
• Sample a random capture set (S, T ) := RDS-CAPTURE(G, s, c, n0), and then
• Obtain a recapture set rS := RECAPTURE(G, (S, T ), p).
As will be presented in later sections, we have verified empirically that for large families of graphs G
|V |
|S|
≈
|(rS)∗|
|(rS
∣∣S)∗| (4)
Note that expression (4) mirrors the classical proportionality expressed in Eqn. (1). The set rS
∣∣S will be
denotedM(rS, S) as it is the set of “matches” between the reports collected (in the second assay/recapture)
and the original subjects (of the first assay/capture). This is formalized for general use in the next
definition.
Definition 2. Let A,B be multisets from the universe U . Then the set of matches of A in B is denoted
M(A,B) := A
∣∣B.
21 reports C,D; 2 reports 5; 3 reports nobody; 4 reports A; 5 reports 2, A,B,C; 6 reports 7; 7 reports 6, E.
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The empirically verified proportionality (4) leads to our first estimator:
n1 =
|S| · |(rS)∗|
|M(rS, S)∗|
. (5)
A procedural description of our third population estimator defined in Eqn. (5) is given in the pseudocode
of Algorithm 3 (pp. 7).
Algorithm 3 Estimation using RDS Capture/Recapture
1: procedure HASHING-ESTIMATE(G = (V,E), s, c , n0)
2: (S, T )←RDS-CAPTURE(G, s, c, n0) or collected by survey
3: rS ←RECAPTURE(G, (S, T ), p) or collected by survey
4: return
|S|·|(rS)∗|
|M(rS,S)∗|
Estimator (5) works well in practice, but the rationale for its efficacy is necessarily distinct from the
reasoning underlying the classical Lincoln-Petersen estimator. In particular, the set S and multiset rS do
not constitute independent assays because of their structural relationship within the graph G. In other
words, for all u, v ∈ V it is generally the case that
Pr(v ∈ rS | u ∈ S) 6= Pr(v ∈ rS | u 6∈ S). (6)
Informally stated, knowing whether or not u was placed in S can impact the probability that v will be
placed in rS. For example, if (u, v) ∈ E then the left hand-side of the above inequality (6) always evaluates
to 1; if (additionally) v has degree 1 in G, then the right-hand side always evaluates to 0. Indeed, as we
shall see, estimator (5) works well in practice only for certain families of graphs. Fortunately, many of
these families are ubiquitous in social organization.
3.1 Anonymity via Hashing
Significant obstacles arise in the direct application of estimator (5) in practice. In our field work, we
frequently seek to measure the sizes of stigmatized networked populations (e.g. people who inject drugs,
sex workers, criminal elements, etc.) Individuals within these social communities naturally seek to remain
“hidden”, and thus the membership of sets S and rS is often not explicitly knowable because individuals
are reluctant to unambiguously identify themselves or their social network peers. Nevertheless, simulation
experiments show that estimator (5) is effective in large classes of networked populations, so in settings
where anonymity is not required, this estimator may be practically applied.
To begin to address questions of population estimation under the requirement of anonymity, we in-
troduce a “coding” or hashing [51] function ψ : V → H which provides anonymity to members of the
population. In practice, ψ(v) might be an obtained by amalgamating a well-defined tuple of character-
istics of v which are known to v’s friends (e.g. v’s gender, phone number, hair color, approximate age,
racial category, etc.) A related coding technique was used in our earlier work on estimating the size of the
methamphetamine user population in New York City, where it was referred to as the “telefunken” code
[42]. Central to hashing is that it is many-to-one, and hence not readily invertible. For our purpose, what
is important is the following well-known property of universal hash functions: For all v ∈ V and x ∈ H,
the probability Pr(ψ(v) = x) ≈ 1/|H|. Supporting anonymity in this manner introduces a new additional
5th parameter:
5. Hash space size |H|.
Let ψ be the random hashing function from V to H; note that ψ takes sets (and multisets) in V to
multisets in H. Under the action of ψ, we have ψS, ψrS, and M(ψrS,ψS) which are all multisets in H.
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identifiable subjects
anonymized subjects
hash function
G = (V,E)
(S,T)
rS
rS
S
H
Figure 2: The mapping of ψ of V [G] into H. In space G, S is a set and rS is a multiset. Under the
mapping of the hash function ψ, their images ψS and ψrS are both multisets in the hash space H.
These sets are knowable even in settings where anonymity is required, since ψ is assumed to be a random
function, and hence difficult to invert.
The action of ψ on the population V and the associated sets and multisets are illustrated in Figure 2.
We may now consider the following estimator as a natural analogue for (5) in the presence of coding
function ψ for population size:
n2 =
〈ψS〉 · 〈ψrS〉
〈M(ψrS,ψS)〉
(7)
Since
〈ψS〉 = |S|
〈M(ψrS,ψS)〉 > 〈ψM(rS, S)〉 = 〈M(rS, S)〉 > |(rS
∣∣S)∗|
〈ψrS〉 = 〈rS〉 > |(rS)∗|
we know that n2 and n1 may diverge. In seeking to improve estimator (7), we have two possible opportunities—
corresponding to the two inequalities seen above. We will pursue each successively, in turn.
First, some of elements in M(ψrS,ψS) arise simply because the large multisets rS and set S are being
randomly hashed to a finite set H, and not because rS and S share a non-empty intersection. To quantify
how many such “false” matches are occurring by sheer chance, we need to introduce some formal notation.
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Definition 3. Let A be a set and B be a multiset on the universe U . Let ψ : U → H be a function
uniformly random distributes each element u ∈ U to H. Then the set of false matches of B in A is
denoted
Fψ(A,B) := (ψA ∩ψB)\ψM(B,A).
Lemma 1. Let A be a set and B be a multiset on the universe U with A ∩ B = ∅. Let ψ : U → H be a
random function which sends each element u ∈ U to a uniformly random element ψ(u) ∈ H. The expected
number of false matches is given by
E[〈Fψ(A,B)〉] =
〈B〉
|B∗|
·
min{a,b,|H|}∑
k=0
k ·
(
|A|
k
)(
|B∗|
k
)( k
|H|
)2k( |H| − k
|H|
)|A|+|B∗|−2k
(8)
Proof. First note that |A| = 〈ψA〉 and 〈B〉 = 〈ψB〉. In the set A, there are |A| elements with cardinality 1.
In the set B, we may assume there are |B∗| elements and each has a cardinality 〈B〉/|B∗|.
Given ψ is a random function, the image of A and B under ψ are (set-valued) random variables, and
their set cardinalities in the target intersection set is also a random variables.
For any target set T ⊂ H. Let XA (respectively, XB∗) denote the number of elements of A (respectively,
B∗) which are mapped by ψ into T := (ψA ∩ψB)∗ . If |(ψA ∩ψB)∗)| = k, then
P
(
XA = k
)
=
(
|A|
k
)( k
|H|
)k( |H| − k
|H|
)|A|−k
P
(
XB∗ = k
)
=
(
|B∗|
k
)( k
|H|
)k( |H| − k
|H|
)|B∗|−k
Given A ∩B = ∅, we want to quantify the cardinality of multiset ψB
∣∣ψA, we focus on the set
C := B∗ ∩ψ−1((ψA)∗ ∩ (ψB)∗)
Summing multiplicity of each element in set C gives us the cardinality of multiset ψB
∣∣ψA. Our estimate
of the expected cardinality of the false match multiset is then expressible as:
E[〈Fψ(A,B)〉] = E
(∑
y∈C
χB(y)
)
Let m′ := min{|A|, |B∗|, |H|}. The right-hand quantity above can then be further explicitly described as
follows:
E
(∑
y∈C
χB(y)
)
=
〈B〉
|B∗|
·
m′∑
k=0
k · P
(
XA = k
)
· P
(
XB∗ = k
)
=
〈B〉
|B∗|
·
m′∑
k=0
k ·
(
|A|
k
)(
|B∗|
k
)( k
|H|
)2k( |H| − k
|H|
)|A|+|B∗|−2k
.
The lemma is proved.
Returning to the task of improving estimator (7), we see that one can now replace the quantity
〈M(ψrS,ψrS)〉 used as the denominator in estimate n2, with 〈M(ψrS,ψrS)〉 − E[〈Fψ(S, rS)〉], since
by Lemma 1 we expected E[〈Fψ(S, rS)〉] matches even when disjoint sets having size/mass equivalent to
that of S and rS are mapped to a coding space of size |H| = m.
The second idea in improving estimator (7) comes from realizing that although 〈ψrS〉 used in the
numerator of estimate n2 is greater than |(rS)
∗| used in the numerator of n1, one may be able to derive
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an approximation for the latter quantity. The following combinatorial observation is useful here: If |(rS)∗|
balls are cast randomly into |H| boxes, then the expected number of empty boxes is readily seen to be
|H| ·
(
|H| − 1
|H|
)|(rS)∗|
Although we do not know |(rS)∗|, we do know that when this set was mapped by ψ into H, its image
avoided |H| − |(ψrS)∗| elements of H. Assuming the mean outcome, we may estimate |(rS)∗| by solving
for it in the equation:
|H| − |(ψrS)∗| = |H| ·
(
|H| − 1
|H|
)|(rS)∗|
Such an analysis leads us to estimate
|(rS)∗| ≈
log
(
1− |(ψrS)
∗|
|H|
)
log
(
1− 1|H|
) .
Combining the previous two conclusions, we get our third and final population estimate
n3 =
〈ψS〉
〈M(ψrS,ψS)〉 − E[〈Fψ(S, rS)〉]
·
log
(
1− |(ψrS)
∗|
|H|
)
log
(
1− 1|H|
) (9)
where E[〈Fψ(S, rS)〉] is as defined in Eqn. (8).
A procedural description of our third population estimator defined in Eqn. (9) is given in the pseudocode
of Algorithm 4 (pp. 10).
Algorithm 4 Estimation using RDS Capture/Recapture with Anonymity using Hashing
1: procedure HASHING-ESTIMATE(G = (V,E), s, c , n0, p, m)
2: (S, T )←RDS-CAPTURE(G, s, c, n0) or collected by survey
3: rS ←RECAPTURE(G, (S, T ), p) or collected by survey
4: ψ← a function from V → {1, 2, . . . ,m}, random or collected by survey
5: ψS ← ψ(S)
6: ψrS ← ψ(rS)
7: return
〈ψS〉
〈M(ψrS,ψS)〉−E[〈Fψ(S,rS)〉]
·
log
(
1−
|(ψrS)∗|
|H|
)
log
(
1− 1
|H|
)
3.2 Avoiding Pathologies via Bootstrap
In practice, several difficulties arise in applying the n3 estimator (9). The most significant of these is that
the denominator quantity can become negative if
E[〈Fψ(S, rS)〉] > 〈M(ψrS,ψS)〉.
Such situations can arise since E[〈Fψ(S, rS)〉] is an expectation, but for a specific choice of ψ,M(ψrS,ψS)
may be lower than this expectation. This leads to the embarrassing possibility of negative population
estimates. At the same time, we note that over large numbers of trials, the 〈M(ψrS,ψS)〉−E[〈Fψ(S, rS)〉]
is on average always positive. The problem in practice of course, is that one cannot afford to conduct
multiple trials. Sampling a population and interviewing n0 subjects are both time consuming and expensive.
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If at he end of such a process, we were to get a negative population estimate, all our efforts would be in
vain. How can we address the situation?
Our approach here is to carry out a bootstrap procedure. Informally, suppose that we have completed
our survey, and as describe above, obtained our RDS-based capture set ψS and recapture multiset ψrS.
We now simulate artificial scenarios in which only α fraction of the subjects in S were discovered (0 6
α 6 1), along the same referral tree as in our actual survey. This is a thought experiment, and does
not require additional sampling of the population. The thought experiment yields new subset ψS′ ⊆ ψS
and submultiset ψrS′ ⊆ ψrS. We compute the quantity 〈M(ψrS′,ψS′)〉 − E[〈Fψ(S
′, rS′)〉] and if this
is positive, accumulate it into a multiset D of denominator estimates. We then use the average Ave(D)
as the denominator, in place of 〈M(ψrS′,ψS′)〉 −E[〈Fψ(S
′, rS′)〉], when computing the n3 estimator (9).
A procedural description of this “bootstrapped” version of our third population estimator is given in the
pseudocode of Algorithm 5 (pp. 11).
Algorithm 5 Bootstrapped Estimation using RDS Capture/Recapture with Anonymity using Hashing
1: procedure BOOTSTRAPPED-ESTIMATE(G = (V,E), s, c , n0, p, m, α, κ)
2: (S, T )←RDS-CAPTURE(G, s, c, n0) or collected by survey
3: rS ←RECAPTURE(G, (S, T ), p) or collected by survey
4: ψ← a function from V → {1, 2, . . . ,m}, random or collected by survey
5: ψS ← ψ(S)
6: ψrS ← ψ(rS)
7: D ← ∅
8: for i← 1 . . . κ do
9: (S′, T ′)←RDS-CAPTURE((S, T ), s, c, ⌈αn0⌉)
10: rS′ ←RECAPTURE(G, (S′, T ′), p)
11: ψS′ ← ψ(S′)
12: ψrS′ ← ψ(rS′)
13: di ← 〈M(ψrS
′,ψS′)〉 −E[〈Fψ(S
′, rS′)〉]
14: D ← D ⊎ {di}
15: M ←Ave(D)
16: return
〈ψS〉
M
·
log
(
1−
|(ψrS)∗|
m
)
log(1− 1
m
)
4 Empirical Results
The results presented in this section are experimental in nature. We would like to evaluate the extent to
which our estimates n1 and n3, presented in Eqns. (5) and (9) respectively, are able to predict the size
of the network from which the sample is drawn. In the graphs that follow, we refer to the n1 estimate as
“RDS full-knowledge” and the n3 estimate as “RDS + ANON/hashing”.
As a baseline scenario, we take the following as our parameter settings.
1. Capture size n0 = 500.
2. Number of seeds s = 6.
3. Number of coupons c = 3 to be given to each subject.
4. Number of reports per subject p = 25.
5. Hash space size |H| = m = 3,125.
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The rationale for these values is derived from standard implementation of RDS in health research such
as the National HIV Behavioral Survey (Injection Drug User round), where samples of 500 current users
are recruited via RDS using 5-10 seeds and 3 referral coupons for each respondent. Similar measures have
been adopted internationally for surveillance and estimation efforts on related key populations.
In a series of 5 experiments, we vary each of the above 5 parameters, one at a time, while keeping
the other 4 parameters fixed at their baseline values. Each of these series of experiments iss carried out
100 times on each of 10 Barabasi-Albert networks of size 6,250, 12,500, 25,000, and 50,000 nodes. In all
experiments, the quantity E[〈Fψ(S, rS)〉] appearing in the definition of n3 and Eqn. (9) is estimated via
Monte-Carlo bootstrapping techniques described above rather than by explicit exact computation using
the closed-form expression (8).
Figure 3 shows how population estimates change as the RDS capture sample size is varied from 200
subjects to 1000 subjects inside networked populations comprised of (a) 6,250, (b) 12,500, (c) 25,000, and
(d) 50,000 individuals. In these experiments, the number of seeds s = 6, the number of coupons given to
each subject c = 3, the number of reports provided by each subject is p = 25, and the hash space size
|H| = 3,125. These results show that, for hidden populations ranging in size from 6,250 to from 50,000,
the method described above produces meaningful estimates with moderate variance when the hashing of
respondent identity does not take place. This is especially true for RDS sample sizes ranging from 500
to 1000 (which is in line with other expectations for RDS design effects). Where respondent identities
are hashed (and anonymity maintained) RDS samples of 500 or more produce small over-estimations for
networks of up to 25,000 individuals. In populations larger than 25,000, the hashed results show extremely
large variance regardless of the RDS sample size (up to an experimental sample size of 1000).
Figure 4 shows how population estimates change as the number of seeds varies from 2 to 30 subjects
inside networked populations comprised of (a) 6,250, (b) 12,500, (c) 25,000, and (d) 50,000 individuals.
In these experiments, the size of the RDS capture sample n0 = 500, the number of coupons given to
each subject c = 3, the number of reports provided by each subject was p = 25, and the hash space size
|H| = 3,125. Notable in these results is that, for populations below 12,500, the number of seeds has little
effect on the reliability or accuracy of the estimates. At or below 12,500, the estimation procedure produces
relatively accurate predictions, with hashed results overestimating the true population size by 10-15 percent.
In general, these results bode well for the use of this method under ordinary RDS implementation where 5-
10 initial seeds are a regular rule of thumb. Above 12,500, the unhashed results remain relatively accurate,
but the overall variance across simulation runs grows as the network population grows. The variation
in the hashed results for these same large networks is itself very large, and seemingly unaffected by the
number of seeds.
Figure 5 shows how population estimates change as the number of coupons given to each subject is
varied from 1 to 5, inside networked populations comprised of (a) 6,250, (b) 12,500, (c) 25,000, and (d)
50,000 individuals. In these experiments, the size of the RDS capture sample n0 = 500, the number of
seeds s = 6, the number of reports provided by each subject is p = 25, and the hash space size |H| = 3,125.
Here, as with the number of initial seeds, the method performs well for network sizes at or below 12,500,
and the number of coupons has little predictable effect on the reliability or accuracy of the estimates at
this threshold. Here too hashed results overestimate the actual network size by the same 10-15 percent,
but produce tolerable variance levels independent of the number of coupons given (below 5). Above 12,500,
the unhashed results remain relatively accurate, and are robust against changes in the number of referrals
allowed to each participant. The variances in the hashed results for populations above 12,500 are very
large, and this concern is unaffected by the number of seeds.
Figure 6 shows how population estimates change as the number of reports requested from each
subject is varied from 1 to 30, inside networked populations comprised of (a) 6,250, (b) 12,500, (c) 25,000,
and (d) 50,000 individuals. In these experiments, the size of the RDS capture sample n0 = 500, the number
of seeds s = 6, the number of coupons given to each subject c = 3, and the hash space size |H| = 3,125.
These results show a similar pattern to those discovered when varying the number of initial seeds or the
number of coupon referrals allowed to each participant. For network sizes below 12,500, both unhashed and
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Figure 3: The impact of capture set size on population size estimate
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Figure 4: The impact of number of initial seeds on population size estimate
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Figure 5: The impact of number of coupons per subject on population size estimate
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hashed results perform well, with variance growing as network size is increased regardless of the number
of reports requested from each respondent. We note that for unhashed results, variance diminishes as the
number of reports grows to 5, but that little is gained in reliability or accuracy of the estimates by allowing
for more than 5 reports. Above 12,500, variance for the hashed results increases considerably, though
unhashed results remain more robust. This is true in the extreme at the highest level of population tested
(e.g. networks of size 50,000).
Figure 7 shows how population estimates change as the hash space size is varied from 100 to 4000,
inside networked populations comprised of (a) 6,250, (b) 12,500, (c) 25,000, and (d) 50,000 individuals. In
these experiments, the size of the RDS capture sample n0 = 500, the number of seeds s = 6, the number of
coupons given to each subject c = 3, and the number of reports provided by each subject is p = 25. These
results show a similar pattern to those discovered when varying the number of initial seeds or the number of
coupon referrals allowed to each participant. Little is gained by increasing the size of the hashing space up
to 4,000. However, the unhashed results perform well in terms of both accuracy and variance, suggesting
that further increases in the overall hashing space ought to help narrow the variance of the hashed results
and improve the accuracy of the estimate as hashing space is increased.
4.1 Software Platform
The software was written in Java using the JUNG [53] library. The source code for the programs used in
this research is available on Github, by permission of the authors.
5 Discussion and Limitations
In a number of ways, these results are encouraging of the ability of this method to accurately and reliably
estimate network size from ordinary RDS samples, despite pointing to the need for additional experiments.
Under conditions commonly associated with RDS implementation in research on hidden populations—the
standard implementation protocols of 5 to 10 seeds, 3 to 5 coupons, and sample sizes of 500 or more—the
method proposed here resulted in relative robust and mainly reliable estimates for hidden populations of
size 12,500 or smaller, even under conditions of hashing/anonymity. The results shown in Figure 3 suggest
that increased RDS sample size could potentially raise the limiting population threshold to 25,000 or higher
without varying the number of seeds or allowed referrals. What’s more, the performance of the unhashed
estimator in larger populations suggests that a greater hashing space (and thus lower number of expected
false matches) could also raise this population threshold even further. We note that a very large hashing
space is provided by the increased use of mobile phones among the populations of interest. As described
in an earlier paper [42], the encoding of phone numbers allows for a very large hashing space that is both
one way and anonymous, and which can, to an extent, be assumed to be randomly distributed in the
population. The use of a significant number of digits, say seven, in an even/odd, 0-4/5-9 encoding would
provide a hashing space of 214, which could potentially bring the hashed results for larger networks more
in line with the unhashed results seen at these same sizes.
We also show that the method can avoid the potential problem of negative population estimates without
resorting to additional sampling, simply by implementing a bootstrap re-sampling of the existing project
data. Using this technique, different fractions of the RDS-based capture set ψS and recapture multiset
ψrS are obtained without conducting additional data collection. In effect, this procedure can be thought
of as multiple independent trials carried out throughout the process. With each boostrap pair of (S, rS),
we have, in effect, a distinct population estimate. This allows us to use the mulitple trees common in
RDS research to minimize the influence of negative estimations arriving from one or another of these trees,
or unusual interaction of reports and recruitment between trees. Not shown here is the fact that large
standard deviations in the bootstrapping results could potentially serve as a red flag for both the overall
population size estimate and the RDS sample as a whole.
Several limitations on the above work must be noted, however. Primarily, this paper examines only
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Figure 6: The impact of number of reports per subject on population size estimate
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Figure 7: The impact of hash set size on population size estimate
one family of graphs that are assumed to connect the population of interest (with the larger ambient
population). While there is reason to believe that fat-tailed degree distributions are prevalent in hidden
populations, further experimentation is needed to ascertain the performance of the estimation procedure
described here for other families of graphs. It is also notable that the use of 100 runs at each experiment
setting allowed us to calculate the standard deviation and overall variance associated with a particular
estimate, but such measures are of limited value when most implementations are for a single data episode.
Under single sample conditions, it is important to acknowledge that choosing a single run from the many
trials actually invokes greater stochasticity than seen in the standard deviation bars in the Figures presented
above.
And finally, we did not examine the effects of clustering in any of the experiments [54]. Clustering has
been as a crucial consideration in drawing RDS samples, and is likely to have an effect on the estimation
results shown here.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper extends and formalizes previous work on a one-step, network-based population estimation pro-
cedure that can be employed under conditions of anonymity [42]. It employs a modified capture-recapture
methodology for estimating the size of a hidden population from an RDS sample, allowing it to be em-
ployed in situations where sub-populations of interest to health officials remain hidden within a larger
ambient populations. Where successful, it provides reasonable population estimates that can be used in
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conjunction with RDS-produced prevalence estimates to give public health workers information necessary
for health promotion. The easy integration of the method with current data collection strategies for key
populations and other hidden groups allows for greater cost-effectiveness for size estimation procedures
with minimal additional participant burden. Prior work by our own team [43, 44] and others [30] has
shown that this technique can be employed under ordinary fieldwork conditions common to hidden popu-
lations, and the simulation experiments here show that reasonably accurate population estimates can be
derived from relatively small sample sizes (between 2 and 8 percent of the hidden population total) under
conditions of subject anonymity. Population size estimation for hidden and hard-to-reach populations is
of continuing importance to health officials because health problems are often found to be concentrated in
such populations, while their “hiddenness” necessarily frustrates health outreach efforts [1, 45]. As such,
this technique should be of interest to health researchers and policy makers working with such hard to
reach groups.
Given both the results and the limitations discussed above, three avenues of future work will be pur-
sued. In particular, future experiments will explore 1) other random graph families (e.g. Erdo˝s-Re´nyi,
Exponential Random Graphs and others normally associated with human social networks); 2) the effect of
clustering within these graph families as it affects both hashed and unhashed estimates; and 3) the impact
of greater hashing space that may allow for better results (i.e. lower variance) as network size increases.
These steps will help clarify the accurate use of these techniques, and perhaps extend their use to larger
population sizes.
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